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MANCHESTER   
A CITY OF FIRSTS

Manchester exemplifies a modern global city, 
building on its roots as the first industrial city 
in the world. Today Manchester maintains 
its position as one of the global leaders of 
innovation in engineering, education and 
talent generation.

Manchester boasts the second largest 
economy in Great Britain, enjoying significant 
growth in major sectors including industrial, 
banking and financial services and media over 
the past decade. In fact Manchester accounts 
for £59.6 billion worth of GVA (Gross Value 
Added) and has enjoyed the fastest economic 
growth outside of London of any UK city 
according to the Office of National Statistics.  
The city region has over 20,000 employees 
employed in biomedical companies and the 
total workforce is in excess of 11 million people 
living within an hour’s drive of the city region. 

Manchester attracts significant  
international investment in sectors  
including pharmaceuticals, manufacturing  
and infrastructure. The city  has become  
a significant destination for overseas 
investment in the last decade given its  
global ties, business and trade, quality-of-life 
and facilities.

More widely, the UK benefits from a stable 
legal and political system,  an ideal position 
for trade with the east and west and enjoys 
the English language, history and, as well as 
our world-class education system, access to 
financial markets and transparent property 
tenure.

Manchester has recently been classed as 
Europe’s third most influential city and the 
top regional UK city for creative talent. The 
Economist intelligence unit rates Manchester 
as one of the world’s 50 most liveable cities.

Despite political and economic uncertainty 
as a result of the UK’s vote to leave the EU 
and subsequent general election in June 
2017, the factors that make Manchester 
a significant destination for investment 
remain unchanged and over the long-term 
Manchester will remain a key economic and 
cultural centre within the UK. On the wider 
global stage Manchester will continue to be 
one of the preferred international investment 
destinations within the UK for people to invest, 
live and work. 
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1 New Economy

A MEDIA HUB 
‘Manchester has the largest creative and 
digital cluster in the UK’

At the forefront of Manchester’s growth 
in the digital and media services sector 
is MediaCityUK, situated in Salford Keys 
adjacent to Manchester city centre.  The site 
will eventually cover 81 hectares; the first 
phase has already become a key UK and 
global hub for digital and media business 
investment with major tenants including 
the BBC, ITV and the University of Salford 
along with a host of other business start-
ups and small and medium-sized enterprise 
businesses.  Manchester employs more than 
70,000 people in the creative, digital and 
technology sectors.
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BARCLAYS LINES UP OPTIONS 

FOR 600,000 SQ FT OFFICE HUB

The £900m Mayfield development and Airport 

City’s North campus are the frontrunners for a 

600,000 sq ft office requirement for Barclays 

Bank, Place North West understands.

The banking giant, has been looking to consolidate 

its Northern operations since the beginning of last 

year, and is now understood to be weighing up 

two of Manchester’s major office developments as 

potential options.

9th February 2018

CHINESE BIKE-SHARE SCHEME 

LAUNCHES IN MANCHESTER

The firm chose Manchester for its first non-

Asian launch because of the city’s reputation for 

innovation, said Chris Martin, Mobike’s head of 

international expansion. “We wanted to find a city 

that would be the fastest and most open-minded to 

work with, and everyone said Manchester.

29th June 2017

MANCHESTER IS STILL TOPS FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT
Manchester remains a top place for foreign direct investment in the region outside of the capital.
According to EY’s latest UK Attractiveness Survey, the north west region attracted 90 foreign direct investment (FDI) projects in 2016 – 60 per cent of which were first time investments in the region from international investors.

23rd May 2017

FAR EAST CONSORTIUM TO BUILD 10,000 NEW HOMES IN MANCHESTER
Manchester City Council has selected Far East 
Consortium to deliver its Northern Gateway project, 
which aims to create 10,000 new homes over the 
next decade with a focus on sustainability in £1bn 
deal.

2 May 2017

A number of developments within Manchester have benefited from 
international investment, proving the city’s pedigree as a credible 
global investment destination.

Inward investment has originated from the Far East, USA, the Middle 
East and Europe, with the strength of demand resulting in a number of 
major strategic developments coming forward, many of which benefit 
from involvement by non UK based investors.

AIRPORT CITY
One of the largest development schemes in the UK with a proposed 
5 million sq ft of office, logistics and manufacturing accommodation. 
There has been a reported £800 million investment by Beijing 
Construction Engineering Group, which is one of the largest single 
investments by a Chinese company in Britain.

MEDIACITYUK
A £500 million, 40 acre site. The first phase was completed in 2011 
and provides for a diverse mix of occupiers including the BBC, ITV and 
University of Salford.

AIRPORT CITY - COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGE
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MANCHESTER IN
NUMBERS

Manchester is the third fastest growing area in the UK. During the 
ten years between 2001 and 2011 the population increased over 
19%, adding some 18,000 new residents. Greater Manchester’s 
population will grow by 121,000 people by 2027,  which represents 
growth of 4.3% over ten years. 

Putting this into perspective, in 1982 the city centre had fewer than 
600 residents living in it, today that figure is in the region of 50,000 
people, with an expectation that that will rise to in excess of 80,000 
people over the next five years. This growing population will be made 
up of a significant number of graduates, young professionals and 
students who have been attracted by the growth in a wide variety of 
job sectors, as well as the city’s leisure and cultural offering. 

A TOURIST DESTINATION 
In 2014 Greater Manchester welcomed 1.15 million visitors 
contributing £7.5 billion to Greater Manchester’s economy.  
Manchester is the third most visited city by international visitors 
travelling to the UK, after London and Edinburgh. There are a 
number of highly frequented venues, including the Museum of 
Science and Industry, Manchester Art Gallery, the National Football 
Museum and Manchester Museum.

POPULATION GROWTH  
IN MANCHESTER 

GVA 

£60.2 BILLION
EXPECTED TO GROW  

TO £72B BY 2024

110,000 
EXTRA JOB FORECAST  
TO BE ADDED TO THE 

ECONOMY BY 2024 

105,000 
BUSINESSES WITH GREATER 
MANCHESTER EMPLOYING 
OVER 1 .4MILLION PEOPLE

GLOBALLY RECOGNISED FOR SPORTS INCLUDING 
MANCHESTER UNITED AND MANCHESTER CITY, 

THE HOME OF BRITISH CYCLING AND BUSINESSES  
SUCH AS UMBRO AND ADIDAS

HOME OF GRAPHENE THE 
WORLD’S FIRST TRULY 

2-DIMENSIONAL MATERIAL , 
FIRST ISOLATED AT THE 

UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

TOP 10  
GLOBAL CITY FOR 

CONNECTIVITY RANKED  
8TH OUT OF 131 LOCATIONS

MANCHESTER UNITED IS WORTH  

£2.8 BILLION, 
MAKING IT THE MOST VALUABLE  
FOOTBALL CLUB IN THE WORLD 

EDUCATION
Manchester offers a world class network of higher education colleges 
and four universities.  

Established in 1824 The University of Manchester is one of 11 UK 
universities recognised in the top 100 globally. The city enjoys a 
51.5% graduate retention rate.  

Other universities include Manchester Metropolitan University, The 
University of Salford, University of Bolton and The Royal Northern 
College of Music.  Manchester is home to around 99,000 university 
students, including 41,000 international students.

REGION PREDICTED TO HAVE 

HIGHEST CAPITAL 
GROWTH 

OVER THE NEXT FIVE YEARS

80
MEMBERS OF THE FTSE 100 

HAVE A PRESENCE  
IN MANCHESTER

80,000
NEW RESIDENTS 

PREDICTED BY 2033
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AIR TRAVEL
Manchester Airport is the largest airport outside London and has seen 
significant growth in long haul air traffic over the past ten years. Today 
Manchester Airport is second only to Heathrow in terms of long haul 
destinations. A key area of focus of the airport has been the growth in 
traffic to and from the Far East.

The airport handles 25.6 million passengers annually with more that 
60 airlines offering direct flights to over 200 global destinations 
including, Hong Kong, Singapore, Beijing, New York and Dubai with 
new direct routes to Addis Ababa and Mubai announced so far 2018.

TRANSPORT 
IN MANCHESTER

METROLINK 
Metrolink is Manchester’s light railway network, it covers 57 miles 
(92km) and serves 93 stations via seven different lines. The network 
carried 37.8 million passengers in 2016/17.  

HIGH SPEED RAIL 
The UK government has committed to extending the UK’s high 
speed rail network with connections to Birmingham, Manchester 
and Leeds from London.  Work on the first phase is due to begin in 
2018 with the link to Manchester anticipated to be complete by the 
early 2030s. Once complete the new line promises to half journey 
times between Manchester and London from 2 hours 8 minutes 
currently to 1 hour 8 minutes.

London - Birmingham

Birmingham - Manchester

London - Nottingham

London - Manchester

London - Leeds

Reading - Manchester

Southampton - Leeds

London - Edinburgh

0:49 1:24

0:41 1:28

1:08 1:44

1:08 2:08

1:22 2:12

1:48 3:10

3:35 4:17

3:38 4:23

THE HALLMARK - COMPUTER GENERATED IMAGE
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Manchester has a substantial housing shortfall, the 2014 draft Greater 
Manchester Spatial Framework objectively assessed housing need in 
Greater Manchester as 11,254 homes per year, however this number of 
homes has only been delivered during two years out of the last 14. 

Savills forecast 18% capital growth in the North West by 2022. 
Savills forecast 17% rental growth by 2022.

House prices in Manchester district grew 8.8% in the year to February 
2018, a total of 27% over the last three years. Average values in 
Manchester currently sit 42% higher than their lowest point following 
the Global Financial Crisis.

Housing demand in central Manchester is strong for both owner 
occupiers and investors. The fundamentals of the market remain 
strong, and the city continues to build fewer properties than required 
as identified by Manchester City Council.

The private rented sector has boomed in Manchester, almost doubling 
in size from 31,420 renters in 2001 to 61,411 in 2011.  Rental values have 
grown alongside this demand, with 1 bed rents growing 2.5% per year 
since 2015 and 2 bed rents growing 3.0%.

Manchester is one of the most successful location for large scale 
private rental schemes. We track  the 29 Build to Rent schemes 
in Manchester through our work managing the British Property 
Federation’s BTR database. They comprise just under 9,100  
purpose-built rental homes under construction in Manchester. 

RESIDENTIAL OUTLOOK
The North West of England enjoys a combination of affordably priced 
housing and strong economic performance. Average house prices in 
the North West sit at 5.6 times the average income, compared to a 
ratio of 12.9 in London. Meanwhile, Greater Manchester’s employment 
market is forecast to grow by 74,000 jobs over the next ten years.

This demand is likely to come from increasingly affluent households as 
more companies such as ITV and Royal London move to Manchester. 

Though still affected by the UK’s decision to leave the EU, Manchester 
is more insulated from fluctuations in international sentiment than 
London. At the same time, it still benefits from the weakened pound, 
which will make property pricing more attractive to international 
investors.

Manchester’s growing working population, constrained housing supply, 
and economic prospects all point towards strong housing market 
performance over the next few years.

HOUSING MARKET

Manchester is a truly global city and its residential markets, particularly at the top end, are frequently influenced by the political and economic 
climate of countries around the world. Below are some of the ongoing domestic and international risks to the property market.

BREXIT
Issue: A weakening in global competitiveness and banking sector

Impact: Critical factors for Manchester are how the decision to leave 
the EU will affect Manchester’s standing as a world city and global 
financial centre, the adjustment of trade regulations and tariffs, 
the attractiveness of Manchester as a European base for global 
companies and work permit and immigration restrictions for EU 
citizens. It is likely the EU referendum result will cause a decline in the 
number of EU students.

ECONOMY
Issue: Slower GDP growth, rising interest rates and inflation

Impact: The Bank of England has retained a low interest rate 
environment in light of the prospect of higher inflation and reduced 
wage growth by keeping the interest rate at 0.5%. This in turn could 
partially offset the potential squeeze on buyers’ affordability. Inflation 
appears to be easing, falling to 2.3% in March 2018, while wage 
growth is now positive in real terms. Although unemployment in the 
UK fell to a record low of 4.2% in March 2018, slow economic growth 
indicates that productivity in the UK is tempering.

POLITICS & POLICY
Issue: A weaker Conservative majority and property taxation

Impact: The Prime Minister’s weakened position could have an adverse 
effect on business confidence and Brexit negotiations. However a 
stable and consistent government through and beyond the Brexit 
negotiations may act as a steadying influence on the market.

Prime Manchester continues to contend with changes to stamp duty 
and the removal of mortgage interest relief on buy-to-let properties. 
Impending changes to inheritance tax for non-doms are due to be 
implemented which could affect overseas appetite for property.

SUPPLY OF NEW HOMES
Issue: Oversupply at the top end of the market

Impact: There is a large pipeline of homes in the near term and new 
build pricing premiums are high and need to be justified on a scheme 
by scheme basis. We are seeing concentrated clusters of supply where 
schemes may struggle to become differentiated from the competition.

However there are some mitigating factors to delivery such as 
developers looking at alternative uses or delaying starting construction 
until the market outlook is more certain. The number of construction 
starts of new homes at the top end have already started to come 
down.

GLOBAL RISKS
Issue: Geopolitical tensions, unwinding of quantative easing and 
restrictions of capital outflows in China

Impact: Tensions in the Middle East, Russia’s involvement in Syria and 
increasing US and North Korean tensions continue to cause significant 
uncertainty which can impact business and consumer confidence in 
affected regions. However, in times of wider global uncertainty, high net 
worth individuals may look to place their money in ‘safe havens’ outside 
of the affected region, including Manchester.

Quantitative easing has been halted and global interest rates stopped 
falling. There is not the expectation of rate rises and more focus on 
yields, which may limit demand for prime property. 

The Chinese government is limiting overseas investment. This pressure 
from Chinese regulators may limit investment in global real estate, but 
we do not know to what extent.

KEY MARKET 
RISKS

Source: Savills World Research, Savills Research, Centre for Cities, HESA, TfL, Oxford 
Economics, 2011 Census, GLA London Datastore, Mastercard, Deloitte CFO survey, Global 
Data Wealth Insight 2017

Source: Savills Research. Note: These forecasts apply to average prices in the secondhand market. New build values may not move at the same rate
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WHO LIVES IN MANCHESTER

MAINSTREAM HOUSE PRICES

STUDENTS
Age range: 
18-22 and beyond

2015/16 Full Time students: 
65,000

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
Age range: 
25-34

2017 Population: 115,000 
2027 Population: 109,000

FAMILIES
Age range: 
35-64 and children

2017 Population: 171,000 
2027 Population: 195,000

OLDER PEOPLE
Age range: 
65+

2017 Population: 51,000 
2027 Population: 61,000

5-year 
compound 

growth
20222021202020192018

UK

UK Regions

Location

2.5% 3.0% 15.5%

2.0% 2.0% 3.0% 3.5% 3.5% 15.0%

3.5%2.5% 3.5%
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International Residential Director 
Residential Development Sales
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ahawkins@savills.com 
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